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Fig. 1. Left: We select over 6000 objects from Thingi10K as our benchmark, which consists of many challenging geometries.Middle: We densely pack the
benchmark into a cuboid with a packing density of 35.77%. The packing is free of interlocking. Right: An in-focused view highlighting densely packed objects.

Packing 3D objects into a known container is a very common task in many
industries such as packaging, transportation, and manufacturing. This im-
portant problem is known to be NP-hard and even approximate solutions
are challenging. This is due to the difficulty of handling interactions between
objects with arbitrary 3D geometries and a vast combinatorial search space.
Moreover, the packing must be interlocking-free for real-world applications.
In this work, we first introduce a novel packing algorithm to search for
placement locations given an object. Our method leverages a discrete voxel
representation. We formulate collisions between objects as correlations of
functions computed efficiently using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). To de-
termine the best placements, we utilize a novel cost function, which is also
computed efficiently using FFT. Finally, we show how interlocking detec-
tion and correction can be addressed in the same framework resulting in
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interlocking-free packing. We propose a challenging benchmark with thou-
sands of 3D objects to evaluate our algorithm. Our method demonstrates
state-of-the-art performance on the benchmark when compared to existing
methods in both density and speed.
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ric models; Collision detection.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The packing problem is an optimization problem aiming to best
arrange a set of objects into a container. It has been studied for
hundreds of years due to its practical importance. For example, the
famous Kepler conjecture was inspired by tightly stacking cannon-
balls in the 17th century. Since then, packing of regular objects
such as boxes [Martello et al. 2000], ellipses [Stoyan et al. 2016],
and tetrahedra [Chen et al. 2010] has been extensively studied, as
well as packing of irregular 2D objects [Leao et al. 2020]. However,
packing of generic 3D objects has received less attention despite
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its practical importance, such as in robotic packaging [Wang and
Hauser 2019], 3D printing [Chen et al. 2015; Yao et al. 2015], trans-
portation [Egeblad et al. 2010], and layout and pattern generation
[Fanni et al. 2022; Reinert et al. 2013].
We focus on the problem of maximum density packing given

a fixed container and a list of 3D objects. Packing density is the
total volume of all packed objects divided by container volume. In
this scenario, there may be more objects than what can fit into a
single container. We later extend our base algorithm to multi-tray
packing where the goal is to pack all objects using as few containers
as possible. We also require the packing to be interlocking-free: parts
must be physically disassembled without breaking or deforming
them. The disassembly is allowed to move a part or a group of parts
through one or more steps along possibly different directions. We
gear our algorithm toward 3D printing [Sitthi-Amorn et al. 2015;
Vanek et al. 2014]. In this case, the container is virtual and only
serves to specify the printing volume. Objects can be disassembled
in any direction after printing. This is different from packing in
robotics such as Hu et al. [2020], where the objects are inserted
through a physical opening.
The first challenge of packing generic 3D objects is addressing

the complicated collision constraints that stem from arbitrary ge-
ometries. Many algorithms have been proposed previously [Lamas-
Fernandez et al. 2022; Liu et al. 2015; Ma et al. 2018; Romanova
et al. 2018], but it remains difficult to scale these algorithms to pack
more than a few dozen complex objects. Inspired by works in pro-
tein docking [Katchalski-Katzir et al. 1992], we formulate collision
constraints as correlations between discretized objects, which are
computed in the spectral domain with FFT. This is efficient because
a single convolution using FFT computes collision detection results
for an object at all voxel locations. This algorithm is scalable to
thousands of complex 3D objects. We then introduce a proximity
metric at every voxel location, also computed using FFT. The result-
ing algorithm is extremely efficient at finding object placements for
tight packing.

Another challenge is to avoid interlocking because objects must
follow a non-colliding path when they are assembled or disassem-
bled. Checking for disassembly is known to be difficult [Goldwasser
et al. 1996]. We show that the same spectral framework comes to
the rescue yet again, allowing interlocks to be both detected and
resolved. The key insight is that interlocking-free locations can be
computed efficiently with a flood-fill on the collision metric.

Expanding on the base algorithm, we employ a continuous search
to refine placements at sub-voxel locations. We also propose a ray
casting disassemblymethod to efficiently handle easy-to-disassemble
parts. Lastly, we extend the algorithm to multi-tray packing. To
evaluate our algorithm, we generate a set of diverse benchmarks
consisting of thousands of generic 3D objects. In summary, our
contributions are:

• An efficient placement search based on FFT
• A disassembly algorithm in the same unified framework
• A continuous placement refinement method
• A broad-phase ray casting disassembly
• An extension to multi-tray packing
• A set of challenging benchmarks for future evaluations

2 RELATED WORK
Packing problems have been studied many times in the context
of computational geometry and optimization [Wang et al. 2021].
Previous approaches often use expensive geometric queries [Hang
2015; Liu et al. 2015; Ma et al. 2018] to enforce collision constraints.
Our algorithm only uses a minimal amount of geometry processing
by working with a voxel representation computed at a rate of 10ms
per million triangles on a GPU [Schwarz and Seidel 2010]. Our FFT-
based collision metric takes 3ms to identify all collisions on a grid
with 24 million voxels.

Our algorithm is inspired by previous work in molecular biol-
ogy. Katchalski-Katzir et al. [1992] proposed an efficient FFT-based
algorithm to evaluate the quality of all ligand-protein docking con-
figurations for a given orientation. More recent works have modeled
proteins’ shapes with spherical harmonics to include rotations [Pad-
horny et al. 2016; Ritchie and Kemp 2000; Ritchie and Venkatraman
2010]. Compared to these works, we pack hundreds of objects rather
than two proteins and ensure the interlocking-free constraint. In our
setting, it is difficult to approximate man-made CAD models using
spherical harmonics. This is because CAD models usually contain
sharp edges and corners, requiring many high-order spherical har-
monics bases to accurately resolve. Therefore, we choose to perform
3D Cartesian FFTs for higher speed and accuracy, while limiting the
number of possible rotations. We briefly summarize other lines of
work on packing in the following paragraphs.

No-fit Polygon. Ano-fit polygon (NFP, also known as aMinkowski
difference) is a compact representation for the set of positions that
would cause collisions between two polygons [Art Jr 1966]. In 2D,
NFPs are computed by sliding polygon A along the edges of poly-
gon B and tracing the center of polygon A, which requires careful
treatment of edge cases [Burke et al. 2007]. Exact NFPs in 3D do
not scale well even for convex polyhedra as the algorithms have a
quadratic complexity in the number of vertices.

Voxel-based Methods. Vanek et al. [2014] and Chen et al. [2015]
demonstrated a method to decompose and pack objects for 3D print-
ing. Lamas-Fernandez et al. [2022] proposed no-fit voxels (NFV) as
a 3D analogy to NFPs. NFVs are computed in the spatial domain by
sliding one object across all voxel locations and checking for any
overlapping voxels. The authors used bounding boxes to accelerate
detection of non-overlapping positions. Our FFT-based collision
metric serves the same function as NFVs but the computation is
much more efficient with linearithmic runtime in the number of
voxels.

Mathematical Models. Packing can be modeled as a nonlinear
optimization problem [Pankratov et al. 2020; Romanova et al. 2018].
Collision constraints are encoded using phi-functions between pairs
of objects, which can be viewed as an analytical version of NFPs for
3D objects. For triangular meshes, phi-functions are derived from
pairwise distance functions between vertices and triangles [Chernov
et al. 2010]. Thus the complexity grows quadratically. This limits the
results to a small number of simple objects (typically fewer than
100). We refer the readers to Leao et al. [2020] for a more in-depth
review of mathematical formulations for packing problems.
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Learning to Pack. Goyal and Deng [2020] used deep reinforce-
ment learning (DRL) to train a neural network for picking the next
shape to pack. DRL has been used to learn selection and placement
policies for box packing with robot arms [Hu et al. 2020; Yang et al.
2021; Zhao et al. 2021]. To use trained policies, a placement step is
still needed to compute the packed configuration, which is often
performed using rigid body simulation software [Coumans and Bai
2021; Lan et al. 2022]. Our work primarily focuses on improving
placement speed and preventing interlock rather than designing
policies for selecting the next shape to pack.

Disassembly Planning. Song et al. [2012] demonstrated an algo-
rithm to design interlocking puzzles using voxels. Wang et al. [2018]
used Directional Blocking Graphs to efficiently construct puzzles.
We use the same representation to accelerate disassembly. Zhang
et al. [2020] proposed a path planning algorithm that considers both
translation and rotation. Chen et al. [2022] presented an algorithm
for high-level puzzles where a piece can only be removed after mov-
ing several pieces. Tian et al. [2022] used rigid body simulation to
disassemble mechanical assemblies. These works focus on tightly
coupled assemblies which necessitate complicated paths with rota-
tions. Our packed assemblies are usually loosely coupled but consist
of hundreds of objects. Thus we develop disassembly algorithms
that are more suitable to packing. We also only allow translations
in the disassembly process to keep it simple for users.

Packing Benchmarks. Packing benchmarks are rare [Araújo et al.
2019]. Goyal and Deng [2020] constructed a dataset with a large
number of packs, however, each pack only contains an average of
23 objects. Our benchmark constructed fromThingi10k [Zhou and
Jacobson 2016] contains hundreds of diverse shapes per pack.

3 SCALABLE SPECTRAL PACKING
We present our packing algorithm in two parts. We start with the
placement step which is performed efficiently in the spectral domain.
Then, we describe a greedy algorithm that packs objects densely
and without collision. Interlocking prevention is addressed in §4.

The placement search step attempts to find a position for a given
object � in the container (tray), such that � is fully contained in the
tray and not colliding with the set of existing objects Ω. Efficient
collision detection is critical for this step. To effectively search in
the placement space, we perform the search using a discrete step
followed by a continuous refinement step.

3.1 Discrete Placement Search with FFT
We begin the discrete placement search by formulating collision de-
tection as a correlation between voxel grids of � and Ω [Katchalski-
Katzir et al. 1992]. We refer to the result of the correlation computa-
tion as the collision metric. For = voxels, computing the collision
metric at every voxel location by brute force is impractical at$ (=2)
complexity. Instead, we compute the collision metric in spectral
domain with FFT spending only $ (= log=) time. For example, the
brute force method on a 240 × 123 × 100 grid takes 9.4 seconds on
average, while FFT only takes 0.003 seconds, which is three orders
of magnitude faster.

Next, we propose a proximity metric to score the collision-free
placements by how well � fits within Ω. Here a better fit means a
smaller gap between � and Ω. The proximity metric is also formu-
lated as a correlation. Lastly, to encourage a lower packing height,
a simple height penalization term is added to the score.

Collision Metric. We represent an object � ⊂ R3 and a set of
existing objects Ω ⊂ R3 with indicator functions B� (x) and BΩ (x),
where x ∈ R3 is a point in 3D space:

B� (x) =
{
1 if x ∈ �,
0 if x ∉ �.

BΩ (x) =
{
1 if x ∈ Ω,
0 if x ∉ Ω.

(1)

The indicator functions over the voxel grid B� and BΩ are computed
using a conservative voxelization [Schwarz and Seidel 2010]. Then,
we compute the collision metric Z�,Ω (q), q ∈ R3 as a correlation
between B� (x) and BΩ (x) for each displacement q of �:

Z�,Ω (q) =
∫

B� (x)BΩ (x − q)3x. (2)

The collision metric Z�,Ω (q) is non-negative. Zero values of Z�,Ω (q)
indicate collision-free positions for the object�while positive values
correspond to colliding positions for �. A description of computing
the collision metric Z�,Ω is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Computing collision metric Z�,Ω using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
Existing objects including the container have already been voxelized (top
left). The new mesh is voxelized and padded to the background grid size
(bottom left). To compute the collision metric, we assign 0 to empty voxels
and 1 to occupied voxels. We then perform FFT on both grids (center). We
show the magnitude of the complex Fourier coefficients where the low
frequency values are grouped in the center. We then perform inverse FFT
on the pointwise product of the Fourier coefficients (right). The final output
is a per-voxel overlap count where zero values indicate collision-free offsets
for the new object.

ProximityMetric. To define the proximitymetric, we first compute
an unsigned distance function of the set of objects Ω:

qΩ (x) =
{
3 (x,Ω) if BΩ (x) = 0,

0 if BΩ (x) = 1,
(3)
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where 3 (x,Ω) = min∀p∈mΩ |x − p| is the unsigned distance from
point x to Ω. Then, the proximity metric is defined as:

d�,Ω (q) =
∫

B� (x)qΩ (x − q)3x. (4)

When object � moves closer to Ω, proximity metric d�,Ω becomes
smaller. Thus, the proximity metric d�,Ω (q) measures how closely
the object � fits into the set of objects Ω at the location q.

Height Penalization. Amajor application of our algorithm is raster-
based 3D printing, which prints in a layer by layer fashion [Sitthi-
Amorn et al. 2015]. Because each layer takes a constant amount of
time, the print time is proportional to the height of the packing. To
minimize print time, we add a height penalization term:

ℎ(t) = ?q3I , (5)

where qI is the I coordinate of the placement normalized to the
range [0, 1], and ? is a non-negative parameter. We choose the cubic
exponent to discourage placement at a taller height. The choice for
? is discussed in §A.2.

We add the proximity metric and height penalization into a single
cost function f�,Ω (q) = d�,Ω (q) +ℎ(q) and search for the collision-
free location q∗ with minimum cost:

q∗ = argmin
q
{f�,Ω (q) | Z�,Ω (q) = 0}. (6)

Since Z�,Ω and f�,Ω are efficiently computed for all voxels, the opti-
mization can be solved by iterating over all voxels whose collision
metric is zero and finding the global minimum.

Orientations Sampling. To obtain a better placement, we rotate
the object using a list of orientations. For each orientation r9 , we
find the best translation q9 and the minimal cost 2 9 = f�,Ω (q9 ). We
then select the orientation with the minimum cost. Orientations can
be sampled by uniformly dividing Euler angles or using subdivisions
of an icosahedron. The entire discrete placement search is described
in Algorithm 1 with more implementation details in §A.1.

3.2 Continuous Placement Refinements
The discrete placement search is performed on voxel positions,
where the minimal spacing is determined by the voxel size 3G . This
leaves unnecessary spacing between objects, as shown on the left of
Fig. 3. However, reducing the voxel size 3G is expensive as the size
of the voxel grid scales cubically. To address this issue, we apply a
continuous refinement step to reduce the spacing between objects.
In this step, objects are represented by their original geometries for
accuracy. We then progressively update the placement position q
of the object � without colliding with Ω, until it is within a desired
margin from Ω.

Specifically, we implement the continuous refinement as a binary
search along a direction. At each binary search step, a collision
detection is performed between � and Ω. To accelerate, we use
axis-aligned bounding box trees [Jacobson et al. 2018]. We then
use the separation axis theorem [Ericson 2004] to detect if two
triangles are within the margin. The movement direction is the
discrete gradient ∇f�,Ω at voxel q. The maximum movement range
is 23G . In practice, we apply continuous refinement three times along
G,~, I axis separately. For each axis, the corresponding component of

Algorithm 1 Placement Search with FFT

1: function FFTSearchPlacement(�,Ω,<, l, 3G )
2: Input: An object� to be placed, existing set of placed objects

Ω, the number of orientations to search <, tray dimension
l = (;G , ;~, ;I) along the G,~, I axis, voxel size 3G

3: Output: Placement successful (True or False), Placement
position q, rotation r

4: BΩ ← Voxelize(Ω, l, 3G)
5: B̃Ω ← FFT(BΩ) ⊲ BΩ in spectral domain
6: qΩ ← ComputeDistance(BΩ)
7: q̃Ω ← FFT(qΩ) ⊲ qΩ in spectral domain
8: 9 ← 1, 2 ←∞, q← 0, r← I
9: while 9 ≤ < do ⊲ Search over orientations
10: r9 ← SampleEulerAngle( 9) ⊲ Sample orientations
11: � 9 ← Rotate(�, r9 )
12: B� 9

← Voxelize(� 9 , l, 3G)
13: B̃� 9

← FFT(B� 9
)

14: Z� 9 ,Ω ← IFFT(B̃� 9
· B̃Ω) ⊲ Collision metric

15: d� 9 ,Ω ← IFFT(B̃� 9
· q̃Ω) ⊲ Proximity metric

16: f� 9 ,Ω (x) ← d� 9 ,Ω (x) + ℎ(x) ⊲ Add height penalty
17: X← {x8 | Z� 9 ,Ω (x8 ) = 0} ⊲ Non-colliding locations
18: if X ≠ ∅ then
19: {2 9 , x9 } ← minf� 9 ,Ω (x), x ∈ X ⊲ Find minimum
20: if 2 9 < 2 then
21: 2 ← 2 9 , q← x9 , r← r9
22: end if
23: end if
24: 9 ← 9 + 1
25: end while
26: if 2 < ∞ then
27: Return {True, q, r} ⊲ Successful placement
28: else
29: Return {False, 0, I} ⊲ Unsuccessful placement
30: end if
31: end function

Fig. 3. Left: Packing cubes with discrete placement search using voxel size
3G = 2mm leaves undesirable spacing. Right: With the addition of contin-
uous placement refinements, the spacing between cubes can be reduced to
a user-specified value, in this case 0.2mm.

∇f�,Ω determines the movement direction. In practice, this process
is effective because many objects are axis aligned.

3.3 Packing Objects Greedily
We use a greedy strategy that orders all objects from largest to
smallest according to bounding box volumes. The objects are then
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sequentially placed into the container with the placement search.
This is described in Algorithm 2. This heuristic is inspired by the
commonly used first-fit-decreasing algorithm [Johnson 1973]. While
a combinatorial search over object ordering may yield better results
(§B.3), we leave it as future work due to the exponential search
space. We extend the greedy strategy to multi-tray packing shown
in §A.3. The complexity of the packing algorithm described thus
far is $ (#<(= log=)), where # is the number of objects, = is the
number of voxels, and< is the number of rotations.

Algorithm 2 Greedy Packing with Placement Search

1: function GreedyPackObjects(A,<, l, 3G )
2: Input: A list of objects A, the number of orientations to

search<, tray dimension l, voxel size 3G .
3: Output: A list of successfully packed objects P. A list of

translations Q and rotations R of objects in P. A list of unsuc-
cessfully packed objects U.

4: P← ∅,Q← ∅,R← ∅,U← ∅, 8 ← 1
5: A← Sort(A) ⊲ Sort all objects from largest to smallest
6: while 8 ≤ A.size() do
7: {1, q8 , r8 } ← FFTSearchPlacement(A8 , P,<, l, 3G)
8: if 1 then ⊲ Placement successful
9: P.add(A8 )
10: Q.add(q8 )
11: R.add(r8 )
12: else ⊲ Placement unsuccessful
13: U.add(A8 )
14: end if
15: 8 ← 8 + 1
16: end while
17: Return {P,Q,R,U};
18: end function

4 INTERLOCKING-FREE PACKING WITH DISASSEMBLY
The algorithm described in §3 may produce interlocking. To address
this, we introduce a novel flood-fill disassembly algorithm to detect
any interlocks. Once interlocks are detected, one or more objects are
removed from the packing until all interlocks are resolved. Next, we
derive a placement method based on flood-fill disassembly, which is
used to reinsert removed objects into the packing without introduc-
ing new interlocks. Finally, to improve the efficiency of disassembly,
we propose a fast ray-casting disassembly.

4.1 Flood-Fill Disassembly
The collision metric Z�,Ω already contains enough information for
the disassembly. Specifically, an object � can physically move from
a start location q to another location q′ if there is a path connecting
them such that Z�,Ω is zero along the path. Thus, given a set of
locations X where � is considered disassembled, the disassembly
check can be performed as a flood-fill on the voxel grid Z�,Ω , which
is described in Algorithm 3. Fig. 4 shows examples of determining
reachable spaces using flood-fill.

An object is fully disassembled when its bounding box is outside
of the tray. Therefore, at any feasible starting location x ∈ X, the

Fig. 4. Flood-fill for computing all reachable positions. The top row shows
three cases of rectangular boxes. The bottom row shows the collision metrics
ZΩ,� and flood-filled labels indicating valid packing positions for the object
�. The boundary voxels (dark blue) are initialized to 0 indicating that the
object is completely outside of the assembly. The light blue voxels are
reachable positions computed by flood-fill. In the first column, the box is
water-tight so nothing can enter or exit. In the middle column, the opening
is too narrow to fit the object �. In the last case, there is a perfect opening
for the object to enter.

Algorithm 3 Disassembly of One Object with Flood-Fill

1: function FloodFillDisassembly(Z�,Ω, q,X)
2: Input: Collision metric Z�,Ω , placement location q, a set of

feasible starting locations X.
3: Output: A Boolean indicates whether � can be physically

disassembled from the placement location q.
4: Z�,Ω (x8 ) ← 2, ∀x8 ∈ {x8 | Z� 9 ,Ω (x8 ) ≠ 0} ⊲ Colliding voxel
5: Z�,Ω (x8 ) ← 1, ∀x8 ∈ {x8 | Z� 9 ,Ω (x8 ) = 0}
6: Z�,Ω (x8 ) ← 0, ∀x8 ∈ X ⊲ Feasible voxel
7: while not converged do
8: Z�,Ω (y) ← 0 If Z�,Ω (y) = 1 and ∃y8 , Z�,Ω (y8 ) = 0, and

y8 is a neighbor of y ⊲ Flood-fill 1 with 0
9: end while
10: if Z�,Ω (q) = 0 then ⊲ q is feasible
11: Return True;
12: else
13: Return False;
14: end if
15: end function

bounding box of � should not intersect Ω. This can be achieved by
zero-padding the voxel grid Z� 9 ,Ω with the size of the object’s voxel
grid B� . Then, the feasible starting locations X are the voxels on
the six boundary faces of the grid Z� 9 ,Ω . Since the size of grid B�
depends on the object’s geometry and orientation, the grid Z� 9 ,Ω

must be dynamically resized. This is usually 1.2-4x slower than the
metric computation in the FFT placement algorithm, depending on
the size of the object.
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We apply the flood-fill check to disassemble a packed tray.The dis-
assembly algorithm for the packed tray is described in Algorithm 4
and visualized in Fig. 5. Specifically, we examine each object sequen-
tially and disassemble objects that pass the check. This procedure
is repeated until either all objects are disassembled, or until the
remaining objects cannot be disassembled due to interlocking. If the
remaining objects are interlocked, we remove a subset of them from
the packed tray, and add them to the list of unsuccessfully packed
objects. The SelectRemove step of Algorithm 4 is used to choose
a subset of parts to explicitly remove. We first compute the total
bounding volume of A< . Then, starting from the smallest object, we
remove objects until the bounding volume of all removed objects
exceeds 10% of the total bounding volume of A< .
Our flood-fill disassembly favors simpler disassembly plans by

only allowing translations. This is not a drawback but an important
aspect for our applications. For example, this makes it easier to
physically disassemble a 3D printed tray. Algorithm 4 is very con-
servative in removing objects to preserve packing density. This may
result in a quadratic number of flood-fill operations in the worst
case. To address this, we developed a ray-casting-based disassembly
(§4.4) to quickly disassemble a large fraction of the objects first.Then
Algorithm 4 is used to examine the remaining objects. In summary,
we find the flood-fill disassembly strikes a good balance between
the packing density and the disassembly complexity.

Algorithm 4 Disassembly for a List of Objects

1: function DisassemblyObjectsFloodFill(A? ,Q,R,�, 3G )
2: Input: A list of packed objects A? , the list of translations Q,

the list of rotations R, tray dimension�, voxel resolution 3G
3: Output: A list of removed objects AA to resolve interlocking.
4: AA ← ∅ ⊲ List of removed objects
5: A< ← A? ⊲ List of remaining objects
6: while A< ≠ ∅ do
7: A3 ← ∅ ⊲ List of disassembled objects
8: for �8 in A< do
9: Ω ← A< −�8

10: � 9 ← Rotate(�8 ,R[�8 ])
11: Z� 9 ,Ω ← ComputeMetric(Ω, � 9 ,�, 3G)
12: X← ExtractBoundary(Z� 9 ,Ω)
13: if FloodFillDisassembly(Z� 9 ,Ω,Q[�8 ],X) then
14: A3 .add(�8 )
15: end if
16: end for
17: if A3 = ∅ then ⊲ Everything is interlocked
18: Atmp ← SelectRemove(A<)
19: AA .add(Atmp)
20: A< .remove(Atmp)
21: else
22: A< .remove(A3 )
23: end if
24: end while
25: Return AA

26: end function

4.2 Flood-Fill Disassembly with Refinements
Algorithm 3 only checks if an object � can be disassembled from
discrete voxel locations. With continuous refinement, the placement
q may not lie exactly on a voxel. Moreover, � may share voxels
with other objects so that the initial position would be marked as
colliding. To address this, we snap � to a voxel once flood-fill has
found all reachable grid locations. In particular, we compute the
distance of every feasible grid location (Z� 9 ,Ω (x) = 0) to q, and select
the top ten candidates closest to q. For each candidate location x2 ,
we define a snapping vector y = x2−q.Then, we check the path from
q to x2 by building a swept triangle mesh of object � along y. Using
AABB trees and the separating axis theorem, we can determine if
the swept mesh collides with any other remaining objects [Ericson
2004]. The object is successfully disassembled if it snaps to any of
the candidates.

4.3 Interlocking-Free Placement
The flood-fill disassembly check can be easily reformulated to en-
force interlocking-free placement. This can be achieved by perform-
ing flood-fill on the collision metric before searching for placements
in Algorithm 1. Voxels marked as zero on the collision metric will be
physically feasible. As a result, any placements produced algorithm
produces will not cause interlocking.

Interlocking-free placement can be used to avoid the disassembly
step, but it is slower as we need to perform flood-fill for every object
orientation. This strategy also lowers packing density in most cases,
because flood-fill prevents objects from being placed inside cavities
of the packing, as shown in §5.2. Thus we prefer to only use the
interlocking-free placement for reinsertion.

4.4 Ray-Casting Disassembly
We observe a large fraction of objects can be removed following a
straight line in our assemblies. Inspired by this, we develop a fast
ray-casting-based disassembly. First, we cast rays on the assemblies
along a given direction.Then, we extract the precedence information
along each ray, which can be encoded as directed edges on a graph
where nodes represent objects. The resulting graph is also referred
to as a Directional Blocking Graph (DBG) [Wang et al. 2018; Wilson
and Latombe 1994]. We use a graph analysis tool similar to Wang
et al. [2018] for disassembly.
Specifically, after obtaining the DBG along a ray direction, we

extract strongly connected components (SCCs) from the graph. The
SCCs represent a group of objects that cannot be separated along
that ray direction. However, different SCCs can be separated follow-
ing a topological order on the graph. We then remove any SCCs with
only one node.We repeat this process 2 times along each G,~, I direc-
tion, which usually removes a large fraction of objects with no inter-
locking.The algorithm is described in Fig. 6.The remaining SCCs can
still potentially be disassembled. Therefore, we use flood-fill disas-
sembly in §4.1 to examine each SSC.This greatly reduces the number
of input objects for the flood-fill disassembly and improves its effi-
ciency. If the largest SCC contains ( objects, where ( � # , then the
complexity of the disassembly step is$ ((# (= log=)). The total time
complexity of placement and disassembly is $ ((< + ()# (= log=)).
The number of voxels = scales cubically with the inverse voxel size
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Fig. 5. Flood-fill disassembly. From left to right: The algorithm checks if each object can be physically disassembled. An object may be removed if no other
objects can be disassembled. For example, the ring object marked with red is removed in the second figure. Once the interlocking is resolved, the algorithm
iterates over the remaining objects, and removes them following a physically valid path.

1/3G . We evenly sample Euler angles along three axes to produce
rotations. Thus,< scales cubically with the angular resolution. For
best results, one should choose the finest 3G within the memory
limit and sample rotations every 90◦, as in appendix B.2.

5 RESULTS
We first describe the benchmarks used throughout this section. Next,
we show results using different interlocking prevention strategies
and continuous refinement. Then we explore different algorithm
parameter choices. We also demonstrate the result on multi-tray
packing. Lastly, we compare our algorithm against a variety of
commercial software and other techniques.
All of our experiments are run on a desktop equipped with an

RTX3090Ti GPU and an i7-13700K CPU. We implemented our algo-
rithm in C++ and CUDA programming language [NVIDIA 2022a].
We use the cuFFT library [NVIDIA 2022b] to perform FFT on the
GPU. Unless otherwise specified, all experiments use a tray of di-
mension 480mm × 245mm × 200mm, which is the maximum print
volume of our 3D printer.

5.1 Benchmark
To evaluate our algorithm comprehensively, we produce a large
benchmark fromThingi10K [Zhou and Jacobson 2016]. The exact
details are discussed in §B.1. Additionally, we produced three other
benchmarks for evaluation. The first benchmark, pieces, contains
many medium and small objects, many of which are axis-aligned.
The second dataset, mixtures, contains a mixture of large and small
objects selected from Thingi10K. Both of the benchmarks represent
typical packing scenarios. The third dataset, locks, contains many
ring-like geometries to test the robustness of the algorithm against
interlocking. A preview of the benchmarks, as well as packing using
our algorithm, is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. We also 3D printed the
packed mixtures dataset as shown in Fig. 9.

5.2 Different Strategies to Avoid Interlocking
We compare two strategies for avoiding interlocking, namely flood-
fill at the placement stage versus disassembly as a post-processing
step. The result is shown in Table 1. Without checking interlocking,
we may achieve a higher packing density, but interlocking can easily
appear as shown in Fig. 10. Generally, the two-phase post-processing
disassembly packs objects more densely and in less time. Therefore,
we choose it as the default method.

Enabling flood-fill at the placement stage requires more steps as
shown in §4.3, which makes the overall algorithm slower. This is

shown in the pieces and mixtures dataset of Table 1. An exception
is the locks benchmark, where the flood-fill placement is faster. For
this benchmark, the default placement algorithm usually produces
large interlocking assemblies such that the ray-casting disassembly
is less effective. The more expensive flood-fill disassembly has to
be used to examine large interlocking assemblies, which becomes
slower as the number of objects in the assembly grows.

Table 1. We compare the packing densities and timings of our packing
algorithm using different disassembly methods. “No” means using no dis-
assembly, and therefore the packing may contain interlocking. “Flood-Fill”
uses the interlocking-free placement in §4.3 for every orientation at the
placement stage. “Post” is using the disassembly as a post-process, where
the ray-casting and flood-fill disassembly are combined in §4.

Dataset Disass- 2mm Timing 1mm Timingembly 90◦ 90◦

pieces
No 50.48% 104.05s 51.11% 427.77s

Flood-Fill 48.14% 421.81s 49.12% 1879.54s
Post 50.45% 102.64s 50.48% 475.0s

mixtures
No 36.06% 40.51s 41.62% 178.50s

Flood-Fill 29.05% 177.54s 34.97% 838.75s
Post 34.71% 67.99s 39.77% 408.05s

locks
No 8.25% 14.50s 9.79% 62.63s

Flood-Fill 6.91% 71.47s 7.59% 346.56s
Post 6.89% 123.84s 8.67% 469.17s

5.3 Continuous Refinement
We demonstrate the efficacy of continuous refinements on three
benchmarks. The result is shown in Table 2. Using refinements
consistently improves packing density at amodest increase of timing.
At 2mm voxel resolution, enabling refinements achieves a similar
packing density as using 1mm voxel resolution, while having a
much lower computational cost. As shown in Fig. 11, continuous
refinement saves a small amount of space for each object insertion
with FFT. This accumulates and allows some objects to squeeze into
new spaces, leading to different, denser packing configurations than
without refinement.

5.4 Multi-Tray Packing
In this example, we pack all 6596meshes into a number of trays using
Algorithm 5. We limit the number of objects to pack for each tray
to 1000. We use 1mm voxel size and 90◦ angle sampling. Interlock
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Fig. 6. Ray-casting disassembly. From left to right: Starting with a packed tray, we cast rays along the G direction shown with the black arrow. A DBG is
obtained, where SCCs are rendered with the same color. Then, every SCCs with only one object are disassembled from the packing, as shown in the third and
fourth figure. This broad-phase disassembly is repeated several times along different directions. The remaining SCCs are shown in the fifth figure.

Fig. 7. Our benchmark data sets. Left: meshes in the Pieces data set. Middle:
a selection of meshes from the Mixtures data set. Right: Meshes in the
Locks data set.

Fig. 8. Example packs obtained from three benchmarks. Left: A packing of
pieces.Middle: A packing of mixtures. Right: A packing of locks.

Table 2. Comparison of our packing algorithm with and without continuous
refinement. Post-processing disassembly is used for all experiments.

Dataset Continuous 2mm Timing 1mm TimingRefinement 90◦ 90◦

pieces No 48.41% 78.50s 50.45% 402.96s
Yes 50.45% 102.64s 53.32% 475.00s

mixtures No 34.19% 57.50s 36.51% 384.20s
Yes 34.71% 67.99s 39.77% 408.05s

locks No 6.86% 100.30s 8.24% 334.24s
Yes 6.89% 123.84s 8.67% 469.17s

checking and refinement are enabled as well. We show the results of
multi-tray packing in Fig. 13. The timing of this example is shown
in the third row of Table 3.
To scale up the evaluation, we pack these meshes into a single

tray with 2mm voxel size and 90◦ angle sampling.Without interlock
checking, the benchmark is packed at a density of 40.28% in a bound-
ing box of 1430mm × 730mm × 538mm. With interlock checking,
the benchmark is packed at 35.77% density with a bounding box
of 1430mm × 730mm × 597mm (see the teaser figure). Timing for
these examples is shown in Table 3 as well.

5.5 Parameter Choices
We study our algorithm with different parameter choices, especially
the height penalization coefficient. As shown in Fig. 12, when height

penalization is set to zero, the proximity metric will try to find
placements that best fit existing objects, resulting in a taller pack.
With a non-zero penalization, the placement method will prioritize
a lower height for each object. We also study the result of searching
over different numbers of orientations in §B.2. Experiments on
placement order and combinatorial strategies are also shown in
§B.3. The results of packing in irregular containers in Fig. 14, with
the implementation details in §B.4.

5.6 Comparison
Comparison with Commercial Software. We compare our algo-

rithm with commercial software Netfabb [Autodesk 2023], Fabpilot
[Sculpteo 2023], and Polydevs [UnionTech 2018] on our benchmarks.
We select the best settings from each software, which are shown in
§B.5. Table 4 shows that our algorithm achieves the highest packing
densities and runs the fastest on all three benchmarks. A visual-
ization of packing on pieces is shown in Fig. 15. Our algorithm
results in tighter margins between objects and places small objects
into gaps more efficiently. For the locks dataset, our result is both
interlocking-free and denser. No interlocking is found in the result
of Netfabb and Polydevs, but we found many interlocking instances
in the results of Fabpilot. We also provide timing for a CPU imple-
mentation of our algorithm that achieves competitive speeds despite
the lack of optimization. Compared to our GPU version, the CPU
implementation loses more performance during disassembly where
FFT and flood-fill are used extensively.

Comparison with Other Techniques. We compare our algorithm
with four prior techniques that provided datasets or source code.
PackMerger [Vanek et al. 2014] decomposes a given shape into a
small number (≤ 20) of segments and then packs them. It uses a
heightmap-based packing and a tabu search to minimize the bound-
ing box volume. We compare packing performance on decomposed
segments produced by PackMerger. We enforce the same 1mm sep-
aration between objects as in their experiment. Our packing method
improves density significantly even with a simple greedy ordering,
whereas PackMerger used a tabu search (Fig. 16). For this small-scale
problem, our algorithm remains efficient, averaging 1-2 seconds per
object. We also evaluate our algorithm on 80 polyhedra from Ex-
ample 5 of Romanova et al. [2018] (Fig. 17 left). Our algorithm is
two orders of magnitude faster at a slightly lower packing density.
We pack 77 polyhedra to compare with Ma et al. [2018] in Fig. 13 of
their paper (Fig. 17 right). Our algorithm is one order of magnitude
faster and achieves a slightly higher packing density. For this exam-
ple, we use a voxel size of 0.25 and uniformly sample Euler angles
at 30◦. Continuous refinement is enabled and the margin is set to
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Fig. 9. Left: A packing with a density 34.25% produced by our algorithm.Middle: The packed tray printed with an inkjet printer. Right The disassembled
parts.

Table 3. The packing statistics on the Thingi benchmark. The benchmark consists of 6596 meshes. The benchmark is packed in multiple trays of dimensions
480mm×245mm×200mm. †: Packing of dimensions 1430mm×730mm×597mmwith interlock checking. ‡: Packing of dimensions 1430mm×730mm×538mm
without interlock checking. All timing is in seconds.

Setting Interlock Number Packing Total Packing Disassembly Re-Insert FFT Voxelization Collision
Checking of Trays Density Time Detection

2mm/90◦ Yes 28 35.06% 1456.03s 1207.95s 90.16s 157.91s 34.64% 38.66% 7.84%
No 26 37.77% 1010.27s 1010.27s 0s 0s 32.69% 39.58% 7.71%

1mm/90◦ Yes 26 37.30% 7212.97s 5606.00s 504.99s 1101.98s 55.29% 24.25% 2.18%
No 24 40.64% 5103.02s 5103.02s 0s 0s 54.88% 23.59% 2.46%

2<</90◦ Yes 1† 35.77% 14478.80s 6595.30s 2524.58s 5358.87s 71.33% 17.35% 0.64%
No 1‡ 40.28% 6662.98s 6662.98s 0s 0s 82.20% 1.50% 1.41%

Fig. 10. Left: Locks packed without interlock checking, notice significant
number of interlocked parts as highlighted on the bottom. Right: Locks
packed with interlock checking, notice parts are free of interlocking, as
highlighted on the bottom.

zero between parts. Pack3D [Fogleman 2019] is an open source 3D
packing software. We compare with it on mixtures in §B.6.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced a scalable packing algorithm that packs thou-
sands of generic 3D objects densely and without interlocking. Our
method highlights the importance of using the objects’ detailed ge-
ometries without oversimplifying in order to identify a richer set of
placements. By using high-resolution voxelization and computing
correlations in the spectral domain, we can efficiently place each
object into a pack. This approach is extended to guarantee that the
objects can be disassembled in the context of 3D printing.

Fig. 11. Left: Pieces packed without refinements. Notice the gaps between
parts due to voxelization. Right: Pieces packed with refinements. The gaps
aremuch smaller with continuous refinements, as highlighted on the bottom.
This leads to higher packing density with very little overhead.

In this work, we only consider interlocking-free packing. In prac-
tice, many other physical constraints can be added, such as robotic
motion planning [LaValle 2006] and packing stability [Wang and
Hauser 2019]. Another interesting direction is to pack articulated or
deformable objects. Finally, a better combinatorial search algorithm
could substantially improve packing density.
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Fig. 12. Left: 1500 parts from Pieces packed with zero height penalization,
which has a taller total height. Right: The same set of objects packed with
height penalization ? = 108, which results in a lower total height.

Table 4. Comparison of packing densities between our algorithm and other
software packages. We use 2mm voxel size, 90◦ orientation sampling, and
post-processing disassembly for all examples. Continuous refinement is also
enabled. †: CPU timing is recorded on the same platform. ‡: Timing reported
on the cloud platform. We were unable to pack mixtures on Fabpilot due
to upload limits. We report both GPU and CPU timing of our algorithm.

Methods pieces mixtures locks

Density

Netfabb† 28.23% 25.48% 3.46%
Fabpilot‡ 35.59% - 4.56%
PolyDevs 40.87% 23.16% 3.13%
Ours 50.45% 34.71% 6.89%

Timing

Netfabb† 1810s 1560s 610s
Fabpilot‡ 684s - 241s
PolyDevs 3598s 1180s 184s
Ours (GPU) 103s 68s 124s
Ours (CPU) 313s 342s 425s

thank the anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments in re-
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Fig. 13. We packed 6596 objects from the Thingi10K benchmark into 26 trays.

Fig. 14. We packed the mixtures benchmark into SIGGRAPH letters.

Fig. 15. Comparison between our algorithm and commercial software on
pieces. Left: Netfabb. Middle: Fabpilot. Right: Our algorithm. The bottom
row shows in-focus views of the result. Both Netfabb and Fabpilot produce
wide gaps between objects as highlighted with red dashed line. Also notice
our algorithm is able to fill void space more efficiently as shown in the black
square.
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Fig. 16. Our packed examples corresponding to Figures 1 and 11 of [Vanek
et al. 2014]. Left: We pack 13 bunny parts into a bounding box of volume
2.90 × 105 mm3, a 27.8% improvement over Vanek et al. [2014]’s result of
4.01 × 105 mm3. This packing takes 19.2s. Right: We pack 12 molecule parts
into a bounding box of volume 2.09 × 105 mm3, a 43.0% improvement over
Vanek et al. [2014]’s result of 3.67 × 105 mm3. This packing takes 27.4s.

Fig. 17. Our packing of Example 5 in [Romanova et al. 2018]. Left: We pack
80 polyhedrons inside a cube of size 36.98 × 41.98 × 56.37, with a packing
density of 51.27%, and 329s. Romanova et al. [2018] achieved a packing
density of 53.66% with 42950s. Right: We pack 77 polyhedrons inside a cube
of size 36.98 × 40.98 × 56.55, with a packing density of 51.53%, and 335s.
Ma et al. [2018] achieved a packing density of 51.3% with 2700s.

Qingnan Zhou and Alec Jacobson. 2016. Thingi10k: A dataset of 10,000 3d-printing
models. arXiv preprint arXiv:1605.04797 (2016).

A PACKING ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we present further details about the packing algo-
rithm’s implementation.

A.1 Metrics Computation and Discussion
We use a fixed grid to store the indicator function BΩ . Instead of
re-voxelizing the entire grid for every object placement, we update
BΩ with the object voxelization B� , should it be placed into the tray
successfully. To compute the proximity metric, we allocate another
grid and initialize it with∞, then mark every voxel where BΩ = 1
with 0. Based on this grid, we compute qΩ using the Fast Sweeping
Method [Zhao 2005]. We compute the Manhattan distance instead
of the Euclidean distance, and find it to be both faster and easier
to implement on GPUs, while yielding reasonable results. We use
circular convolutions to calculate both metrics. This allows us to
use fixed voxel grids and FFT plans [NVIDIA 2022b] that can be

pre-allocated with the size of tray dimension l divided by voxel
resolution 3G . In contrast, computing zero-padded convolutions will
require padding the voxel grid of BΩ with the size of voxel grid B� .
This requires reallocating the voxel grid as well as resizing FFT plans
for every object orientation, which can incur significant overhead.
(Note that computing zero-padded convolution becomes necessary
with flood-fill disassembly, which is discussed in §4.1.) We then
discard any voxel location that the object clips out of the tray.
Katchalski-Katzir et al. [1992] combined collision detection and

proximity search into a single metric, which is achieved by setting a
penalty term on qΩ (x) where BΩ (x) = 1. With a small penalization
term, overlaps between objects can still occur. With a very large
penalization term, the sharp transition of qΩ at the boundary of Ω
introduces ringing artifacts on the results of FFT due to numerical
precision limits. In contrast, we compute collision metric and prox-
imity metric separately and avoid using penalty terms for collision.
This improves the numerical accuracy because the input to FFT is
smoother.

A.2 Choosing Height Penalization
We use a simple heuristic to determine the penalization coefficient
? by estimating how likely the tray will be fully filled. We add up
the volume of bounding boxes of all objects that need to be packed,
and divide the result by the volume of the tray. If the ratio is larger
than 1.2, the tray is likely to be fully filled, and so we use a small
penalization ? = 4. Otherwise, we use a large penalization ? = 108

to minimize the total height.

A.3 Greedy and Multi-Tray Packing
We extend our algorithm to multi-tray packing with a simple greedy
approach. Given a large list of objects and assuming each of them
can fit into a tray, we select a number of objects to attempt for each
tray and pack them with Algorithm 2. Then, we remove the objects
that are successfully packed from the list, and proceed to the next
empty tray. This process is repeated until all objects are packed, as
described in Algorithm 5.

B ADDITIONAL RESULTS
In this section we present additional results and clarifications of
experiments in the main paper.

B.1 Benchmark Generation
To generate our benchmark, we extract meshes from Thingi10K
dataset that are both manifold and consistently-oriented. We com-
pute the mesh volume with the signed volume [Zhang and Chen
2001] and prune any meshes with a negative volume. Note that
some of the meshes we retain have multiple components which
can intersect and so the signed volumes in such cases may not be
completely accurate. The packing density is computed by adding up
the signed volume of all meshes contained in the tray and dividing
that by the volume of the bounding box. We use quadratic mesh
simplification [Garland and Heckbert 1997] on the extracted meshes
to reduce the data size without any impact on the packing. Then, we
uniformly scale down any meshes that have a bounding box larger
than 480× 245× 200, and scale up any meshes that are smaller than
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Algorithm 5 Greedy Multi-Tray Packing

1: function MultiTrayPacking(A, =,<, l, 3G )
2: Input: A large list of objects A, maximum number of objects

to attempt for each tray =, the number of orientations to search
<, tray dimension l, voxel resolution 3G

3: Output: A list of packed trays P, a list of translations Q, a
list of rotations R

4: P← ∅,Q← ∅,R← ∅
5: while A ≠ ∅ do
6: A← Select(A, =) ⊲ Select most = objects to attempt
7: {P,Q,R,U} ← GreedyPackObjects(A,<, l, 3G)
8: A.remove(P)
9: P.add(P)
10: Q.add(Q)
11: R.add(R)
12: end while
13: Return {P,Q,R};
14: end function

2×2×2. This results in a benchmark containing 6596 meshes, which
consists of many diverse and challenging geometries.

B.2 Placement Orientation Search
Sampling more orientations allows for more options per object and
a better local optimum. It is reasonable to assume this would lead
to better overall packing density. As shown in Table 5, sampling
Euler angles at 30◦ and 45◦ results in a moderate increase in packing
density in the mixtures and locks dataset. However, this is not
always the case. As shown in Table 5, packing pieces by searching
over 30◦ produces a worse result than searching over 90◦. This is
because most objects in pieces are axis aligned. Even though a
search over 30◦ may result in a better solution for a partial tray
packing than searching over 90◦, it may cause subsequent objects
to be misaligned, resulting in a worse final packing. This counter-
intuitive result is visualized in Fig. 18.

Table 5. Comparisons of packing density and timing on three datasets with
different number of orientation sampling. A voxel size of 2mm and post-
processing disassembly are used for all the following experiments.

Dataset Angle pieces mixtures locksSample

Density
90◦ 50.48% 34.71% 6.89%
45◦ 50.02% 35.27% 7.88%
30◦ 45.39% 35.27% 7.57%

Timing
90◦ 104.05s 67.99s 123.84s
45◦ 603.28s 315.97s 226.19s
30◦ 2099.65s 1052.08s 429.57s

B.3 Placement Order and Combinatorial Search
As our algorithm is greedy, the order of objects selected for place-
ments will affect the results. We compare different selection strategy
with the benchmark mixture. As shown in Fig. 19, selecting objects

Fig. 18. Left: Pieces packed by evenly searching 30◦ over Euler angles. It
produces a sub-optimal result with a density of 44.91%. Notice misaligned
parts as highlighted. Right: The same dataset packed by only searching
90◦. This results in a better density of 50.81% where parts are axis aligned.

at random produces sub-optimal results compared to selecting ob-
jects from largest to smallest. We also show a result of beam search
over placement ordering with a beam width of 5. While the packing
density is slightly higher, it is 4× slower.

Fig. 19. Left: Placing parts in random order produces sub-optimal result
with a density of 29.9% Middle: Placing parts from largest to smallest
produces a better packing density of 34.71% with the same computational
cost. Right: Beam search results in a packing density of 35.06%, but spends
4× more time.

B.4 Packing in Irregular Containers
Our algorithm can be easily extended to packing in irregular con-
tainers. In this case, the geometry of the container is voxelized to
initialize the grid for the placement computation. In the example,
we pack the mixtures benchmark into SIGGRAPH letters. We use
a fixed tray size of 322mm × 322mm × 80mm and a voxel size of
1mm for all the letters. Interlock checking is disabled and only one
orientation is attempted. Packing each letter takes on average 12.73
seconds.

B.5 Comparison Settings
We clarify the settings used for the comparison with commercial
software. For Netfabb [Autodesk 2023], we choose size sorting 3D
packing, which is its best-performing setting on our benchmark.The
algorithm is a 3-phase packing algorithm. In the first two phases the
algorithm packs large and medium-sized objects with its built-in
Monte Carlo packer. In the final phase, the algorithm uses the scan-
line packer to pack small objects. We use highest-density/highest-
quality settings for all three phases, and 1mm voxel size (the highest
quality setting) for the third phase. We also enable avoiding inter-
locking option in Netfabb. For Fabpilot [Sculpteo 2023], area averag-
ing packing is disabled to produce the best overall results. However,
there is no interlock detection feature. For Polydevs [UnionTech
2018], we use high accuracy setting with 1mm (lowest) part inter-
val and 30◦ orientations for both mixture and locks dataset. For
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pieces, we use low accuracy setting with 90◦ orientations to avoid
excessive run-time.
We set the same build volume (480mm × 245mm × 200mm),

select the same objects and the number of copies for each object
to pack. After packing, we remove any objects that are outside of
the build volume and compute the packing density. We run Netfabb
and Polydevs on the same platform as ours and record the timing,
though they both only use CPU for packing. Fabpilot is cloud-based
and we are unable to determine the hardware platform. We report
the timing when it converged.

B.6 Additional Comparisons
We used Fabpilot to pack a set of ring-like objects. As shown in
Fig. 20, the result contains many interlocked assemblies. We pre-
pared the same set of objects with our algorithm and printed on
an inkjet deposition 3D printer (Fig. 21). The parts are successfully
disassembled without interlocking.

Fig. 20. A packing produced by Fabpilot with multiple interlocking assem-
blies highlighted in the red box and the black box.

We also compare our algorithm with an open source 3d pack-
ing software pack3D [Fogleman 2019] which uses a simulated-
annealing-based approach. It first produces a collision-free initial
configuration by spreading out all the objects. Then it locally opti-
mizes one object at a time by updating its position and orientation,
in order to minimize the volume of the bounding box. The software
uses bounding volume hierarchies (BVH) to detect collisions be-
tween objects, and is able to achieve reasonable results for a small
number of objects. We compare our algorithm with pack3d by pack-
ing 48 ring-like objects. The results are in Fig. 22. Our algorithm is
able to achieve higher packing density with less time. Furthermore,
as pack3d only optimizes one object at a time, it is not scalable to a
large set of objects. As shown in Fig. 23, it fails to converge while
packing the mixtures benchmark.

Fig. 21. Top left: The same set of objects in Fig. 20 are packed with our
algorithm with no interlocking. Top right: The printed tray containing the
set of objects on the left. Bottom: The disassembled printed objects.

Fig. 22. The packing of 48 distorted tori with our algorithm and pack3d. Left:
The result of pack3d. While there is no interlocking, the packing density is
3.96% with bounding box size 156.49mm × 339.11mm × 220.49mm. This
example takes 1200s. Right: The result of our algorithm, which is both
interlocking-free and with a higher packing density of 5.82%. Our result
takes 32s, with bounding box size 239.98mm × 239.98mm × 138.13mm.

Fig. 23. Left: The packing result of mixture with pack3d, where it fails to
converge with a packing density of 3.47% after 1200s. Right: Our algorithm
achieves a packing density of 34.71% in only 67.99s.
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